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Introduction

More than 40 million immigrants live in the United States. It is home to more immigrants than any other nation in the world. A significant share of those immigrants—an estimated 11.4 million—are in the country without valid legal status, presenting both unique vulnerabilities for those individuals and their families as well as complex challenges for American society. These realities are fueled by an immigration legal system that has not been substantially revised in decades.

Immigration’s timeline

Until the late 1800’s, the U.S. had no federal immigration policy, nor restrictions on immigration. Chinese immigrants were among the first category of individuals restricted from migration, with the passage of the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1882, a law that remained in effect until the 1940s.

From the 1890s to the 1910s, the U.S. experienced unprecedented numbers of arrivals, primarily from Southern and Eastern Europe, into New York’s Ellis Island. Anti-immigrant sentiment grew throughout this time and culminated in the 1920s with the National Origins Act, which established the requirement that most would-be immigrants first obtain a visa, and which restricted access to visa primarily to those from Northern and Western Europe, with special exceptions for those coming from within the Western Hemisphere.

U.S. immigration policy was changed again in 1965: the two pillars of that reform—basing availability to immigrant visas on family or employer sponsorship—remain the center of U.S. immigration policy to this day. Two other significant legislative bills addressing lawful migration were formalized in the Refugee Act of 1980, which permits the President to permit a set number of refugees for resettlement each year, and the Immigration Act of 1990, which established the Diversity Visa Lottery for would-be immigrants from under-represented countries of origin.

While the number of immigrants present unlawfully in the United States has been relatively stable over the past decade—with the number of new arrivals approximately matched by those who have either been deported or departed the U.S. voluntarily—federal immigration policy remains at a standstill. While significant bipartisan legislation has passed the U.S. Senate on two occasions, in 2006 and 2013, with the support of a Republican and Democratic president, respectively, the House of Representatives has not passed parallel legislation, perpetuating the status quo.

Challenges of Current Legal System

The U.S. immigration system is plagued by a number of significant challenges:

- **Insufficient Visas to Meet the Demand for Labor:** Particular industries in the United States rely heavily upon immigrant labor, whether those immigrants are highly-educated workers in technology industries, or those in roles that require little to no formal education. In the agricultural sector, for example, the majority of farmworkers—more than 70%—are immigrants. Because the number of immigrant visas is starkly limited under current law, particularly for those who are not classified as highly-skilled, there are not enough lawfully authorized workers to meet the demand, and many industries rely significantly on immigrant workers who are not authorized to work. More than half of farm workers, for example, are
undocumented.\textsuperscript{7} The disparity between the number of jobs available and the number of visas available is significantly responsible for the large number of immigrants present unlawfully.

- **Backlogs for Family Reunification:** U.S. immigration law allows certain U.S. citizens or Lawful Permanent Residents to petition for certain close relatives to migrate lawfully to the United States. However, as a result of quotas written in the law, in many cases this family reunification process can take many years or even decades. As of July 2015,\textsuperscript{vi} for example, a Lawful Permanent Resident who petitioned for her husband and minor children would have to wait more than two years. A citizen who petitions for a twenty-one-year-old unmarried son would need to wait about eight years before he would be eligible to migrate, or even more if the son is in Mexico (twenty-one years) or the Philippines (fifteen years). A sibling of a U.S. citizen would need to wait at least twelve years, and as much as twenty-four years if the sibling is a Filipino national. Many of those immigrants who are present unlawfully in the U.S. came to be reunited with family, but were unwilling or unable to wait through the backlogged family reunification, so they either entered unlawfully or overstayed a temporary, non-immigrant visa.

- **Potential Risks Related to Inadequate Border Security:** Much of the political rhetoric around immigration issue has focused upon the security (or lack thereof) of the U.S.-Mexico border. Given that millions of undocumented immigrants have entered the U.S. without being properly inspected, many have voiced concerns that those with the intention of committing acts of terrorism or other crime may be able to enter among the many others without any malicious intent.

Despite persistent rumors to the contrary, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security says that there has never been credible evidence of terrorists entering the U.S. unlawfully through the U.S.-Mexico border.\textsuperscript{vii} Nevertheless, nearly all Americans agree that the U.S. government has a responsibility to ensure secure borders.\textsuperscript{viii}

In the past decade, the number of border patrol officers at the Southern border has nearly doubled (to more than 18,000), as Congress has increased funding for Customs and Border Protection by more than 75\% (to $10.7 billion); nevertheless, the number of individuals apprehended attempting to cross the U.S.-Mexico border is down dramatically, from a high of 1.6 million people in 2000 to a consistent level of about 400,000 people each year since 2012.\textsuperscript{ix}

While it is not known precisely how many individuals have not been apprehended, who have successfully entered the country without inspection, there are clearly far fewer individuals attempting to enter now than a decade ago, which scholars believe is an effect of the economic downturn in the U.S., an improved economy in Mexico, and increased border security.\textsuperscript{x}

- **Erosion of the Rule of Law:** As a result of stark limitations on legal migration that do not correspond to fluctuations in the U.S. labor market, many immigrants seeking employment have entered the U.S. without inspection or overstayed a temporary visa. The Department of Homeland Security under the direction of the President has the legal authority under existing
law to deport each of these undocumented individuals (unless they otherwise qualify for relief from deportation, such as those who may have a valid claim to asylum).

However, to do so would have enormous economic ramifications: it would cost between $100 billion and $300 billion—and take an estimated 20 years—just to identify and remove the more than 11 million individuals who are currently undocumented, plus another $300 billion or more in sustained enforcement over that time period to prevent these deportees from returning or new individuals from entering or overstaying unlawfully. The long-terms economic costs of not having those individuals present as workers, consumers, and taxpayers would be even more significant: over 20 years, if all undocumented workers were removed and no changes to the legal immigration system resulted in their replacement, the U.S. Gross Domestic Product would decline by an estimated 6%, approximately $1.6 trillion.

Given these realities, as well as the social disruption that would accompany such a policy, it is perhaps not surprising that no President in recent history has attempted a policy of mass deportation, nor has Congress ever appropriated the funds that would be necessary to undertake this operation. Only a small minority of American voters—about one in four—want the U.S. government to pursue a policy where undocumented immigrants would be required to depart the country.

With the U.S. government unwilling to either fully enforce the law or to amend the law, though, the law itself begins to lose its meaning. Many immigrants, as well as many employers who hire unauthorized immigrant workers, have taken the federal government’s practice of limited selected enforcement as a tacit acknowledgement that these laws are no longer relevant—though both employers and undocumented immigrants still live with the constant threat that the government could chose to enforce the law at any time, which could result in significant penalties (for an employer) or deportation (for the immigrant).

- **Labor Abuses and Human Trafficking of Undocumented Immigrants**: Undocumented immigrants are disproportionately likely to be victims of wage theft and even of human trafficking. Wage theft occurs when an employee is not paid the full wage promised to them and required by law; undocumented immigrants are uniquely vulnerable to wage theft because, since they are working unlawfully, many fear that reporting this abuse would expose their unlawful employment and lead to their termination or even deportation. A study of Mexican immigrants in New Mexico, for example, found that about three in ten undocumented immigrants in the state had been victims of wage theft. These abuses are particularly pronounced in certain industries: a study of carwash workers in Chicago found that the significant majority were undocumented, and that less than one-quarter were being paid the legal minimum wage. Similarly, the *New York Times* recently conducted an extensive study of nail salon workers in New York City, most of them undocumented immigrants, finding that only about one-quarter were paid the legal minimum wage and that many were not paid at all.

In some cases, these labor abuses meet the legal standard of human trafficking, where an individual is made to work (whether in a labor situation or in the commercialized sex industry)
under force, fraud, or coercion. A report by the Faith Alliance Against Slavery and Trafficking notes that undocumented immigrants are disproportionately likely to be victims of both sex trafficking and labor trafficking, and that undocumented immigrants are often afraid to report the abuse they are suffering to law enforcement.\textsuperscript{ xvii }

- **Lack of Access to Basic Services Funded by Undocumented Immigrants’ Tax Dollars:** Despite a persistent misperception to the contrary, most undocumented immigrants are paying taxes. In 2012, sales and excise taxes, property taxes, and income taxes paid by undocumented immigrants accounted for $11.8 billion just for state and local governments.\textsuperscript{ xviii } Most undocumented workers (75%) are also having federal payroll taxes deducted from their paychecks\textsuperscript{ xix }; contributions for Social Security alone from unauthorized immigrants have been as much as $15 billion annually.\textsuperscript{ xx } The Internal Revenue Service allows and requires undocumented immigrants to file and pay their taxes, offering an “Individual Taxpayer Identification Number” for those ineligible for a valid Social Security Number.\textsuperscript{ xxi }

Nevertheless, these undocumented immigrants are ineligible for many of the benefits that these tax dollars help to fund. Undocumented immigrants are ineligible for most federal means-tested public benefits (food stamps, Temporary Aid for Needy Families, Medicaid), as well as for Social Security retirement benefits or access to subsidized health care insurance under the Affordable Care Act.\textsuperscript{ xxii } While the Supreme Court has ruled that undocumented immigrant children are eligible to attend public primary and secondary schools, they are ineligible for federal financial aid programs and, in most states, do not qualify to pay in-state tuition rates.\textsuperscript{ xxiii }

Without valid legal status, undocumented immigrants are also ineligible to obtain a driver’s license in most states\textsuperscript{ xxiv }; if they drive without a license, which many feel is a necessity, especially in communities without adequate public transportation, they put themselves at risk of penalties and, in some cases, of being referred to federal immigration officials for deportation.

- **Separation of Families:** A record 438,421 immigrants were deported from the U.S. in fiscal year 2013, more than double the number of deportations a decade earlier.\textsuperscript{ xxv } While some of those individuals deported had been convicted of significant criminal offenses, the majority (about 240,000) had not been convicted of any criminal offense (unlawful presence in the United States, while sufficient grounds to be deported, is a civil, not criminal, offense).\textsuperscript{ xxvi }

Because most undocumented immigrants have, at this point, been present in the U.S. for at least a decade or more,\textsuperscript{ xxvii } some have married U.S. citizens and many more have had children who, by nature of their birth within U.S., are U.S. citizens under the 14\textsuperscript{th} Amendment. When an undocumented spouse or parent is deported, their U.S. citizen relatives cannot be deported, which often leads to families being separated. As a result, deportations have inevitably led to separation of families: in 2013, for example, an average of about 200 parents of U.S. citizen children were deported each day; more than 10,000 of those parents deported had never been convicted of a crime.\textsuperscript{ xxviii }
When a parent is deported, in some cases the entire family departs the U.S. In other cases, children remain with a remaining parent, or go to live with another relative. In rare cases, children are placed into foster care: as of 2011, more than 5,000 children were in foster care as a result of their immigrant parent’s deportation or detention just from within the 22 states where data was available. In all cases, these situations lead to significant disruption for children.

**Detention of Vulnerable Immigrants in Inhumane Conditions:** When an immigrant is facing a deportation hear, he or she will, in many cases be placed into a detention facility. In some cases, the immigrant will be allowed to post bond, but in other cases bond is not offered. The rationale for immigrant detention is that, if released into society pending their court hearing, these immigrants facing detention might abscond or do harm to others.

The practice of detention has increased exponentially in recent years, from less than 200,000 individuals detained in 2002 to more than 475,000 detained in 2012. In fact, Congress has mandated that the Immigrations & Customs Enforcement Agency “shall maintain a level of not less than 34,000 detention beds,” most of which are filled on any given night.

Though detention has increased under the auspices of preventing “criminal aliens” from doing harm, as many as half of immigrants who have ultimately been deported in recent years have no criminal conviction, and many of the remaining deportees who did have convictions were convicted solely of immigration-related violations, such as unlawful entry. The other primary rationale for detention is to ensure that immigrants facing deportation show up for their hearings, but alternatives to detention, such as ankle monitors, are far less costly and have been found to be highly effective.

Another explanation for the dramatic increase of immigrant detention may be profit-motivated. Mirroring a trend among prisons for those convicted of a crime, many immigrant detention facilities are operated not directly by federal, state, or local governments, but by private corporations who receive governmental contracts. Given that spending of tax dollars on immigrant detention averages approximately $159 per day, per detainee, these contracts can be very lucrative. Private detention companies who have lobbied for increases in the number of immigrants detained have spent at least $45 million on lobbying and campaign contributions.

Immigrants held in detention facilities have consistently reported problematic conditions, including situations of being denied access to legal counsel, detained children being held in extremely cold environments for extended periods of time, the use of long-term, unchecked solitary confinement, sexual abuse and harassment, and overcrowding. Tens of thousands of immigrant detainees perform essential roles within detention facilities—working in kitchen and janitorial functions—for payment of $1 per day or less.
Solutions

Many CCDA communities see firsthand the experiences immigrants in our communities face as a result of a broken immigration system. As Christians called to do biblical justice, we are actively engaging people in our community through education, leadership development, and bringing our experiences and understanding to the public square.

We recognize that churches and community-based programs within our association work alongside immigrants in a variety of ways and applaud and support the good justice work they are doing. We also recognize that systemic change is needed for holistic justice to be completed. We believe that this is most effective when immigration organizing and advocacy is directed to federal level leaders.

Over the past decade, Congress has at various times debated some form of “Comprehensive Immigration Reform.” While specific legislative proposals have varied, Comprehensive Immigration Reform has included three primary elements:

1) Increased Enforcement, including additional funding for border security and interior enforcement, as well as expansion of a workplace authorization system and of a system to ensure that visitors on non-immigrant visas depart the country in an appropriate timeframe
2) Revisions to the U.S. visa system, designed to provide an increased number of employer-sponsored visas, whether as permanent immigrant visas or temporary guest worker visas, as well as to reduce backlogs in the family-based immigration system
3) An earned legalization process by which undocumented immigrants could come forward, pay a fine (distinguishing this process from “amnesty”), and then meet various other requirements over the course of a provisional legalization period, before eventually being eligible to apply for permanent legal status and then citizenship

While some have attempted to introduce individual elements of these reforms as stand-alone bills—and indeed bills have passed to increase funding for immigration enforcement—advocates of a comprehensive approach argue that each element is necessary to permanently resolve the dysfunction of the U.S. immigration system, and that passing all elements simultaneously is the only way for elected officials with different political interests in reform to be able to come to consensus.

In the absence of Comprehensive Immigration Reform, Congress has also considered less expansive pieces of legislation, such as the DREAM (Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors) Act, which would grant permanent legal status only to individuals who entered the U.S. prior to their 16th birthday and who, with provisional legal status, went on to complete at least two years of college or military service. The DREAM Act has been introduced many times, but has never passed, most recently failing in the U.S. Senate in 2010. Sustainable solutions to the U.S. immigration challenges would require looking beyond the U.S. to the countries from which immigrants have come, addressing issues of poverty, un- and under-employment, lack of access to healthcare, conflict, environmental degradation, and persecution that compel many individuals to migrate.
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